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Standard is a standout amongst other selling printers accessible in the market and famous
for home just as office use. The printers are known for their faultless working and quality
results. Anyway ordinarily, the clients have detailed the 'printer is printing moderate' issue.
This issue can be baffling, particularly when a client has some significant printing errand to
perform. However, there is no compelling reason to stress as the Canon printer support
number group is constantly accessible to support clients. 

Beneath we have featured some significant changes that may assist
you with fixing the Canon Printer printing moderate issue:

Drop the Printing Jobs

Check and ensure that every one of the links are appropriately associated and the printer is
turned on. Go to the 'Control Panel', select 'Gadgets and Printers' choice. Set your printer as
the default printer. Right snap on your Canon Printer and go to 'Printer Properties'. Snap
the 'Ports' tab and deselect every one of the ports. Snap on Ok to apply. Snap on the
printer symbol and drop all the printer employments. Attempt to print the archives once
more. 

Disable Automatic Duplexing

Duplexing implies printer the archives on Both sides of the paper. Duplexing expends
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additional time as the printer will turn the paper and after that print on the rear. In any
case, to improve the speed, you have to cripple this component. 

Check the Wireless Connection Issues

Now and again, printer prints moderate because of the poor sign quality of the switch.
Consequently, you have to fix this issue. To investigate the issues, pursue these means: 

Check the switch's quality.
Spot the printer closer to the switch and attempt to print once more.
Associate the Ethernet Cord to the printer from the switch for blunder free availability.

Ideally, this means will assist you with troubleshooting the issue . On the off chance that
your printer is as yet printing moderate, call the specialists at group printer bolster number
and investigate the issue. The specialists will give you the best guidance to improve the
speed of the printer.
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